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	The next enterprise computing era will rely on the synergy between both technologies: semantic web and model-driven software development (MDSD). The semantic web organizes system knowledge in conceptual domains according to its meaning. It addresses various enterprise computing needs by identifying, abstracting and rationalizing commonalities, and checking for inconsistencies across system specifications. On the other side, model-driven software development is closing the gap among business requirements, designs and executables by using domain-specific languages with custom-built syntax and semantics. It focuses on using modeling languages as programming languages.


	Among many areas of application, we highlight the area of configuration management. Consider the example of a telecommunication company, where managing the multiple configurations of network devices (routers, hubs, modems, etc.) is crucial. Enterprise systems identify and document the functional and physical characteristics of network devices, and control changes to those characteristics. Applying the integration of semantic web and model-driven software development allows for


	(1) explicitly specifying configurations of network devices with tailor-made languages,


	(2) for checking the consistency of these specifications


	(3) for defining a vocabulary to share device specifications across enterprise systems. By managing configurations with consistent and explicit concepts, we reduce cost and risk, and enhance agility in response to new requirements in the telecommunication area.


	This book examines the synergy between semantic web and model-driven software development. It brings together advances from disciplines like ontologies, description logics, domain-specific modeling, model transformation and ontology engineering to take enterprise computing to the next level.
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Microsoft Azure: Enterprise Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2010

	This fast-paced guide enables developers to design and build Enterprise applications for the cloud. You will find it easy to follow this book, as the authors use an actual online portal application for the case study. Throughout the development of the sample application there is discussion of important considerations for moving an application...
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Mrs. Lirriper's Lodgings [EasyRead Edition]Fictionwise, 2001
"Mrs. Lirriper's Lodging" unwaveringly presents Charles Dickens' idealistic approach. It tells the story of an affectionate, humanistic lady Mrs. Emma Lirriper. She has come out of the pit of suffering and distress with new optimistic vision. The story beautifully intertwines the themes of humanism, faith in the final outcome of human...
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TYPO3 4.2 E-CommercePackt Publishing, 2010

	The popularity of online shopping has increased drastically over the past few years. TYPO3 is fully equipped to meet all the challenges of modern electronic commerce. TYPO3 can be enlarged from a pure content-based online catalog to a fully-grown shop system with a variety of extensions.


	It may be easy to plan a website but when it...
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Foundational and Applied Statistics for Biologists Using RCRC Press, 2013

	
		Full of biological applications, exercises, and interactive graphical examples, Foundational and Applied Statistics for Biologists Using R presents comprehensive coverage of both modern analytical methods and statistical foundations. The author harnesses the inherent properties of the R environment to enable students...
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SAS Guide to Report Writing: ExamplesSAS Institute, 2005
Sue Hakomaki  Academic & Distributed Computing Services Office of Information Technology University of Minnesota
 I found this book very user-friendly with simple examples to more detailed examples. Each featured option is explained clearly. 

       Jump-start your report-writing skills! Report writing has never...
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Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2003 step by stepMicrosoft Press, 2003
Experience learning made easy—and quickly teach yourself how to use  PowerPoint 2003, the Microsoft Office presentation graphics program. With  Step by Step, you can take just the lessons you need, or work from cover  to cover. Either way, you drive the instruction—building and practicing the  skills you need, just when you...
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